International Resources for the Deaf

**General**
- BrainPOP
- BrainPOP ESL
- EBSCOhost Web
- eLibrary
- eMedia VA
  (Use your network log in and password)
- Encyclopedia Britannica
  Student Edition
- Encyclopedia Britannica
  Academic Edition
- General Reference Center Gold
- InfoTrac
- netTrekker
- SAFARI Montage
- Scholastic Go!
  (formerly Grolier Online)
- **Student Research Center**
- Videoblocks
- World Book Online Reference Center

For Facts about countries try one of the
[Online Databases](#) or the CIA World Fact
Book Web Site.

Suggested Database:

Select ONLY **Country Reports**:

![Country Reports](image-url)
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Recommended Web Sites:


http://libguides.gallaudet.edu/content.php?pid=114804&sid=991940

Gallaudet University Library

Sign Language

A collection of commonly asked questions about sign languages, particularly American Sign Language.

Sign languages of the world by name

To see a list of these Sign Languages arranged by country, see the page and sub-pages of "Sign Languages of the World, by Country," accessible through the bright yellow tab at the top of this page.

114 sign languages derived from the Ethnologue database (www.ethnologue.com), 11/8/01. "Browse the Web (versus) links," 157 more sign languages, systems and dialects, and references, added by Thomas R. Harrington, Gallaudet University Library. Total: 271 identified sign languages, dialects, and other sign systems.

Where possible, bibliographic references are given for one representative major dictionary and one major or pioneering scholarly study of that sign language or system, or in some cases be the only published reference that could be found. No pretense of bibliographic completeness is made, nor is a bibliographic listing here to be considered a recommendation. Citations are provided only as a starting point for research on that sign language or system. Most citations were obtained from materials in the collection of the Gallaudet University Library, but some were drawn from the International bibliography of sign language, www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/bibwiss.

The listing of sign languages by name has been divided into three major groups: A-H, I-R, and S-Z. Please use the drop-down menu from the yellow tab for this page to navigate to those subgroups.

DeafLympics

http://www.deaflympics.com/
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World Federation of the Deaf

https://wfdeaf.org/

Check out the *WF of the Deaf* Links page too!

https://wfdeaf.org/links